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The involvement of fronto-striatal circuits in item and associative memory retrieval as well as in the stabilization of memories by retrieval
practice suggests that both retrieval and re-encoding of stored memories might rely on dopaminergic mechanisms in humans. We tested
these hypotheses in a placebo-controlled pharmacological fMRI study using 2 mg of the D2 antagonist haloperidol administered acutely
before a cued associative recall task of previously encoded picture–word pairs in 53 healthy humans of both sexes. The cued associative
recall was moreover repeated 3 d later outside the scanner without pharmacological intervention. Dopaminergic modulation signifi-
cantly improved associative recall performance and recognition accuracy of verbal items. Moreover, we observed a significant dopamine
effect on re-encoding in terms of increased specificity of associative memories from the first to the second cued associative recall. Better
association memory under haloperidol was linked with higher activity in the left lateral prefrontal cortex and right parietal cortex,
suggesting that dopamine facilitates associative retrieval through increased recruitment of frontoparietal monitoring processes. In
contrast, improved recognition of verbal items under haloperidol was reflected by enhanced novelty detection in the hippocampus and
increased activity in saliency networks. Together, these results show distinct but concomitant positive effects of dopamine on associative
recall and item recognition and suggest that the specificity of associative recall through re-encoding mechanisms is likewise augmented
by dopamine.
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Introduction
The retrieval of stored associative memory representations from
the medial temporal lobe (MTL) is critically shaped by top-down

inputs from prefrontal cortex (PFC) in monkeys (Hasegawa et al.,
1998; Tomita et al., 1999; Miyashita and Hayashi, 2000). Consis-
tent with these findings, human fMRI studies have linked associ-
ation retrieval with prefrontal and striatal activations (Spaniol et
al., 2009; Kim, 2013). The contribution of the lateral PFC to
association memory is thought to reflect increased prefrontal
cognitive control and monitoring demands that accompany this
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Significance Statement

Although the neurotransmitter dopamine has been linked with learning and memory for a long time, dopaminergic effects on item
recognition in humans were demonstrated only recently. The involvement of fronto-striatal monitoring processes in association
retrieval suggests that associative memory might be particularly affected by dopamine. Moreover, fronto-striatal dopaminergic
signals have been hypothesized to determine the updating and re-encoding of previously retrieved memories. We here demon-
strate clear facilitative effects of dopamine on associative recall and item recognition mediated by prefrontal and hippocampal
mechanisms respectively. Additionally, effects on re-encoding were reflected by increased specificity of associative memories.
These results augment our understanding of dopaminergic processes in episodic memory retrieval and offer new perspectives on
memory impairments in dopamine-related disorders and their treatment.
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retrieval of learned associations (Simons and Spiers, 2003; Dob-
bins and Han, 2006; Badre and Wagner, 2007; Kim, 2013). Cog-
nitive control processes involve dopaminergic stimulation of the
PFC (Miller, 2000; Puig et al., 2014) and dopamine-dependent
fronto-striatal interactions (Cools, 2016). This suggests that do-
paminergic mechanisms could also play a role in the retrieval of
associative memories.

Indeed, there is some evidence linking aberrant dopamine
function and performance in source memory tasks where contex-
tual details need to be retrieved (Montoya et al., 2008; Drag et al.,
2009; Li et al., 2010). However, these studies did not constrain
dopaminergic modulation to the retrieval phase specifically and
therefore cannot distinguish between dopaminergic effects on
encoding and on retrieval of associations. For item memory, in
contrast, there is evidence for retrieval-specific dopaminergic ef-
fects on recognition facilitation in animals (Sara, 1986; Chugh et
al., 1991) and in humans (Clos et al., 2019). In particular, we
recently demonstrated that dopaminergic modulation applied
post-learning improves midbrain-hippocampal memory re-
trieval of previously encoded picture items (Clos et al., 2019). In
the current study, we investigated whether this dopaminergic
effect is also present for the retrieval of previously learned asso-
ciations and how the dopaminergic modulation affects prefrontal
mechanisms underlying association retrieval.

Additionally, the consistent observation of striatal and pre-
frontal activity during memory retrieval (Han et al., 2010; Kim,
2013; Schwarze et al., 2013; Clos et al., 2015) has been proposed to
reflect fronto-striatal dopaminergic processes signaling the im-
portance and behavioral relevance of retrieved information (Sci-
meca and Badre, 2012). Similar to dopaminergic effects on
encoding (Lisman and Grace, 2005), dopamine might thus affect
the updating and re-encoding of previously retrieved memories
based on current goals and presumed future utility (Scimeca and
Badre, 2012). In agreement with this, the stabilization of memory
representations after repeated testing compared with re-study
has been shown to recruit fronto-striatal and midbrain regions
(van den Broek et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014; Wiklund-Hörnqvist et
al., 2017). This improvement of memory performance by re-
trieval practice is known as the “testing effect” and has been ob-
served also in the absence of accuracy feedback (Roediger and
Butler, 2011; Rowland, 2014).

To disentangle the potential dopaminergic effects on item
memory and associative memory retrieval and re-encoding, we
pharmacologically modulated dopaminergic neurotransmission
during a cued association recall task of previously learned pic-
ture–word pairs while measuring fMRI activity. Memory was ad-
ditionally tested 3 d later outside of the scanner. This study was
part of a series of randomized, placebo-controlled pharmacolog-
ical experiments (Clos et al., 2018, 2019) in which dopamine level
was manipulated by 2 mg of the D2-antagonist haloperidol. Im-
portantly, such acute low doses of D2-antagonists are thought to
preferably block presynaptic D2-autoreceptors (Frank and
O’Reilly, 2006; Knutson and Gibbs, 2007; Clos et al., 2018, 2019),
which regulate dopamine release (Ford, 2014). Therefore, their
blockade potentiates phasic dopamine release (Dugast et al.,
1997; Pehek, 1999; Jaworski et al., 2001; Garris et al., 2003; Chen
et al., 2005). As dopamine release in the striatum is paralleled by
increased striatal cerebral blood volume and BOLD MRI signals
(Chen et al., 1997; Choi et al., 2006), D2-antagonist-induced am-
plification of the presumably phasic dopamine release evoked by
cued association recall should be reflected by increased BOLD
activity in dopaminergic regions involved in memory retrieval
(Clos et al., 2019). As haloperidol was administered only after

encoding, we could examine the effects of dopaminergic modu-
lation specifically on retrieval processes.

Materials and Methods
Participants
We used a double-blind, placebo-controlled between-group design with
54 participants in total as part of a larger study (Clos et al., 2018, 2019).
We had to use a between-group design rather than a more powerful
within-group crossover design because of the limited stimulus set and
possible interference effects between the picture–word pairs. Addition-
ally, also another task measured in this sample (Clos et al., 2018) was
incompatible with a within-group design. Fifty-three of these partici-
pants (13 males, mean age 24 � 2.9 years; 27 haloperidol and 26 placebo)
took part in the cued association recall paradigm. The study was ap-
proved by the local ethics committee of the Hamburg medical association
and written consent was given by each participant before the start of the
study. Additionally, all participants were screened by a physician for
previous or current physical or mental diseases, medication, or drug use.
The participants were informed about the study and about the potential
risks and side effects of haloperidol. Moreover, the participants were
instructed to restrain from caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol on the day of
the fMRI testing. All participants were monitored for side effects and
mood effects after drug administration and had to indicate the substance
(haloperidol or placebo) they thought they had received at the end of the
study. Additionally, working memory span was measured at baseline and
again after drug administration following the fMRI scanning using a
complex span task (Unsworth et al., 2009) and a digit and block span task
(Kessels et al., 2008; Clos et al., 2019).

Stimuli
160 picture–word pairs were used during the encoding phase. The pic-
tures were photographs of 40 male and 40 female famous faces as well as
40 natural and 40 man-made famous scenes. The 160 target words shown
during encoding as well as the 120 words used as lures in the memory
tests were concrete German nouns with 3–11 letters selected from the
Leipzig Corpora Collection (Goldhahn et al., 2012). Target and lure
words were matched for word frequency and word length.

Experimental design
Behavioral encoding session. Encoding for the fMRI experiment took
place outside the scanner before drug administration (Fig. 1A). In each of
the 160 encoding trials the word–picture pairs were presented for 4 s.
Note that we showed each pair just once, as we aimed at one-shot learn-
ing to be able to investigate purely episodic memory. The target word was
shown above the picture. Below the picture the name of the person or the
scene was provided. The participants were instructed to memorize the
target word together with the associated picture by visually imagining
the depicted face or scene together with the object described by the word.
Each picture–word pair was followed by an active baseline condition (ISI
3 s, arrow pointing task) in which the direction of arrows presented for
500 ms had to be indicated by button press.

Association retrieval session under haloperidol/placebo in the fMRI scan-
ner. After the encoding session, the participants received a tablet contain-
ing 2 mg of haloperidol or placebo. Two hours and 30 min after tablet
ingestion the participants first performed an unrelated picture recogni-
tion task of unfamiliar street scenes in the fMRI scanner described by
Clos et al. (2019). Note that these picture stimuli were very different from
the famous place and face pictures used for word–picture association
encoding and therefore unlikely lead to interference between tasks. Ap-
proximately 50 min later, the participants started the cued association
recall inside the scanner. During this task, all 160 previously shown words
were presented randomly intermixed with 120 new words (lures). For
each word (presented for 4 s, ISI 2– 4 s), the participants had to press one
of six buttons corresponding to the response options “new word not
shown during encoding”, “word remembered but not the associated pic-
ture”, “some kind of scene remembered”, “specific scene remembered”,
“some kind of face remembered”, “specific face remembered”. That is,
the participants used a combined rating scale to indicate simultaneously
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item memory (old or new word) and the re-
membered association category (face or scene)
if applicable (Fig. 1B). Feedback was not pro-
vided. The completion of this task took �40
min.

Behavioral association retrieval session. Three
days later, the participants returned to the lab
and repeated the cued association recall to ex-
amine effects of dopamine on re-encoding
during the first retrieval session. In this self-
paced cued association recall task performed
on the computer all 160 old words (shown in
the encoding session together with a picture
and tested in the first retrieval session) and the
120 lure words from the first retrieval session
were presented in random order. That is, we
used the same set of word stimuli as in the first
retrieval session because we were mostly inter-
ested in re-encoding effects on associative
rather than item memory because stronger ef-
fects of repeated testing were previously re-
ported for associative material (Rowland,
2014). Additionally, the amount of suitable
concrete and frequent noun stimuli was too
low to create another full list of 120 lure words
for the second retrieval session. Participants
were explicitly instructed to respond exclu-
sively to word items shown during initial en-
coding as old and treat word items only
remembered from the first retrieval session as
new. For each word, a choice of 12 response
options specifying the remembered picture
category and its specificity was presented until
the participants indicated their response by
mouse click on one of the categories (new word
not shown during encoding, word remem-
bered but not the associated picture, “scene”,
“natural scene”, “man-made scene”, “specific
natural scene”, “specific man-made scene”,
“face”, “male face”, “female face”, “specific
male face”, “specific female face”; Fig. 1C).

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing. One
placebo dataset was acquired only behaviorally
because of scanner problems. For the remain-
ing 52 participants, functional MR images were
obtained during the first cued association recall
test on a 3T system Siemens Trio using single-shot echo-planar imaging
with parallel imaging]GRAPPA (Griswold et al., 2002), in-plane acceler-
ation factor 2] and simultaneous multi-slice acquisitions (Feinberg et al.,
2010; Moeller et al., 2010; Setsompop et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; “mul-
tiband,” slice acceleration factor 2; TR � 1.98 s, TE � 26 ms, flip angle �
70°, 64 axial slices, voxel size 2 � 2 � 2 mm 3). The corresponding image
reconstruction algorithm was provided by the University of Minnesota
Center for Magnetic Resonance Research. In addition, an anatomical
high-resolution T1-weighted image (TR � 2.3 s, TE � 2.98 ms, flip
angle � 9°, 192 sagittal slices, voxel size 1 � 1 � 1 mm 3) and an anatom-
ical magnetization transfer (MT) image (TR � 14 ms, TE � 3.2 ms, flip
angle � 6°, 240 coronal slices, voxel size 1 � 1 � 1 mm 3) was acquired for
each participant.

The data were preprocessed using SPM12 (RRID:SCR_007037). The
first five EPI images were discarded to allow for magnetic-field satura-
tion. EPI images corrected for motion and for the interaction between
motion and distortion (using the unwarping procedure). Anatomical
T1-weighted images were normalized to standard MNI space using
DARTEL normalization. Subsequently, the EPI images and the MT
image were coregistered with the normalized T1 image and the
DARTEL normalization parameters were applied to the EPI images
and the MT image. Finally, these normalized EPI images were spa-

tially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-
maximum.

Statistical analysis
Behavioral data. All behavioral data were analyzed using SPSS 21.0.0
(SPSS; RRID:SCR_002865) and MATLAB R2013a (MathWorks;
RRID:SCR_001622).

Item memory. For the analysis of item memory performance in the
retrieval sessions, we pooled together all associative and old word re-
sponses as “old items” regardless of the accuracy of the association recall.
Trials were sorted into the response categories item hits (correct old-
responses), item correct rejections (CR; correct new-responses), item
false alarms (FA; incorrect old-responses), and item misses (incorrect
new-responses). Item memory performance measured as discrimina-
tion sensitivity (d�) as well as response bias c were computed accord-
ing to the signal detection theory framework (Macmillan and
Creelman, 2004) and compared between groups using independent
samples t tests at Retrieval I.

Associative memory. Associative memory for item hits was evaluated by
computing the corrected associative memory (CAM) score across all
item hit trials with associative responses collapsed across specificity level.
This overall CAM score was derived for each participant by taking the
associative hit rate (i.e., proportion of face-responses to recognized

Figure 1. Cued associative recall task. A, Encoding: memorization of 160 picture–word pairs before drug administration outside
of the fMRI scanner with intermittent active baseline. B, Retrieval I: combined association retrieval and word item recognition for
160 old and 120 new words in the fMRI scanner under haloperidol/placebo. C, Retrieval II: self-paced combined association
retrieval and word item recognition for 160 old and 120 new words measured behaviorally 3 d after drug administration. ? Indicates
word remembered as old but association forgotten; X indicates new word without association.
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words paired with face stimuli during encoding and scene-responses to
recognized words paired with scene stimuli during encoding, respec-
tively) and subtracting the associative FA rate (i.e., proportion of scene-
responses to recognized words paired with face stimuli during encoding
and proportion of face-responses to recognized words paired with scene
stimuli during encoding, respectively) from it. The overall CAM score
was compared between groups using independent samples t tests at Re-
trieval I and 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVAs with the factors group
and time at Retrieval II. Additionally, we compared the relative frequen-
cies of associative hits and associative FAs using a 2 � 2 � 2 � 2 repeated-
measures ANOVA with the factors group, accuracy (associative hit/FA),
specificity (general/specific associative response) and trial type (scene/
face) as well as the frequency of associative miss responses using a 2 � 2
repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors group and trial type (scene/
face) for each retrieval time point. Finally, we compared the frequency of
general versus specific associative responses between groups for item FA
trials to test for drug effects on the tendency to report associations using
a 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors group and specificity
for each retrieval time point.

Re-encoding. Effects of re-encoding were evaluated by 2 � 2 repeated-
measures ANOVAs with the factors group and time to test for changes in
item recognition (d� and bias c) and associative recall (overall CAM)
from Retrieval I to Retrieval II. Additionally, because the strongest effects
of repeated testing are observed for cued recall (rather than recognition;
Rowland, 2014) and an increase in memory specificity has previously
been reported for repeated testing in the associative domain (Sommer et
al., 2008), we examined dopaminergic effects on re-encoding affecting
associative memory specificity in more detail. To this end, we computed
the CAM separately for general and specific associative responses on item
hit trials for both retrieval time points (collapsing the categorical and
subcategorical responses Retrieval II responses into a single specific re-
sponse category) and compared them between groups using a 2 � 2 � 2
repeated-measures ANOVA on the CAM score with the factors group,
time (Retrieval I/II), and specificity (general/specific associative re-
sponse. Moreover, we examined effects of re-encoding on the frequency
of associative responses at Retrieval II. To this end, we conducted a 2 �
2 � 2 � 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA on the frequency of associa-
tive responses for item hits with the factors group, time (Retrieval I/II),
accuracy (associative hit/FA), specificity (general/specific associative re-
sponse; collapsing the categorical and subcategorical responses Retrieval
II responses into one specific response category), and trial type (scene/
face). As an additional control analysis, we also compared the frequency
of associative miss responses and the frequency of general and specific FA
trials across retrieval time points using 2 � 2 � 2 repeated-measures
ANOVAs (with the factors group, time, and trial type for associative
misses and group, time and specificity for item FAs, respectively). How-
ever, note that the testing effect is usually examined by comparing re-

encoded (previously tested) stimuli with non-re-encoded (previously
non-tested) stimuli. Unfortunately, such a direct comparison was not
feasible within our design, as this would have required testing only half of
the word items at Retrieval I and the other half only at Retrieval II. This
approach would thus have severely decreased the amount of trials avail-
able for the fMRI analysis of Retrieval I, which was the main focus of the
study. Doubling the amount of to-be-encoded word–picture pairs would
neither have been a practicable alternative because it would have ren-
dered the encoding even more challenging (the limited amount of suit-
able stimuli notwithstanding).

fMRI data. Univariate single subject (first level) and group (second
level) statistics were conducted using the general linear model as imple-
mented in SPM12. Low-frequency signal drifts were removed by using a
high-pass filter with a cutoff period of 128 s. Note that we pooled together
trials with general and specific association responses in all reported fMRI
analyses, as the behavioral results did not reveal any group differences in
specificity of associations at this first retrieval session (see Results section:
Retrieval I Association recall). Moreover, specific association trials were
too few for a sound fMRI analysis. This low number of specific associa-
tion responses probably resulted from the combination of the time
interval between encoding and testing (necessitated by the long time-to-
peak duration of haloperidol and the measurement of the preceding
recognition memory task) and our focus on episodic memory, which
precluded repeated presentation of to-be-learned association pairs dur-
ing encoding. For trials with missing responses (�3% of all trials in both
groups), a nuisance regressor was included in all first-level models.

To test for general group differences due to haloperidol, we set up a
first first-level model in which delta functions marking all word onset
trials were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response func-
tion to create an event-related regressor for word onset during retrieval
(cf. Clos et al., 2019). The resulting � representing word onsets was
compared between groups using independent-samples t tests on the sec-
ond level (Table 1).

To examine effects of haloperidol on item and associative memory, we
used a second first-level model where word onsets (collapsed across face
and scene associations) were grouped into associative hit trials (item hits
with correct association recall), associative FA trials (item hits with in-
correct association recall), associative miss trials (item hits with forgotten
associations), item CR trials, item FA trials (collapsed across all associa-
tive responses), and item miss trials. Note that the accuracy of the asso-
ciation recall was evaluated based on the selection of the correct
association category (scene or face). The corresponding six betas (asso-
ciative hits, associative FAs, associative misses, item CRs, item FAs, item
misses) were fed into a second-level ANOVA. Main effects across groups
of item retrieval success (item hits � item CR) and item novelty detection
(item CR � item hits) were examined using linear contrasts summed
across associative responses. Main effects across groups for association

Table 1. Overview of used fMRI models

1st level regressorsa Contrasts 2nd level: main effects Contrasts 2nd level: group differencesb

Model I Word onsets, missing response trials n.a. H � P
Model II Associative hits, associative FAs, associative

misses, item CR, item FAs, item misses,
missing response trials

Item retrieval success: �associative hits 	 associative
FAs 	 associative misses
 � item CR

Group � new/old: �haloperidol (item CRs 	 item
FAs) � (associative hits 	 associative FAs 	 associa-
tive misses 	 item misses)
 � �placebo (item
CRs 	 item FAs) � (associative hits 	 associative
FAs 	 associative misses 	 item misses)


Item novelty detection: item CR � �associative hits 	 as-
sociative FAs 	 associative misses


Association retrieval success: associative hits � associative
misses

Group � association recall success: haloperidol (associative
hits � associative misses) � placebo (associative
hits � associative misses)

Model III Associative face hits, associative face FAs,
associative scene hits, associative scene
FAs, item CR, item FAs, item misses, miss-
ing response trials

Face reinstatement: associative face hits � associative
scene hits

Group � face reinstatement: haloperidol (associative face
hits � associative scene hits) � (placebo (associative
face hits � associative scene hits)

Scene reinstatement: associative scene hits � associative
face hits

Group � scene reinstatement: haloperidol (associative
scene hits � associative face hits) � (placebo (associa-
tive scene hits � associative face hits)

aItalics indicate regressors of non-interest not included in the corresponding second-level model.
bGroup differences were always tested bidirectional.
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retrieval success were examined using the linear contrast (associative
hits � associative misses). The analysis of fMRI group differences in item
memory was guided by the behavioral results indicating that perfor-
mance differences between groups were evident only for new items (see
Results section: Retrieval I Item memory). Therefore, we compared the
groups for fMRI activity in response to factual new relative to factual old
items regardless of associative memory (group � new/old interaction:
[haloperidol (item CRs 	 item FAs) � (item hits 	 item misses)] �
[placebo (item CR 	 item FA) � (item hits 	 item misses)] and vice
versa). Moreover, we compared the groups for fMRI activity in response
to correct new trials relative to all other trials using a minimum statistic
conjunction [(haloperidol item CRs � item hits) � (placebo item CR �
item hits)] and [(haloperidol item CR � item FA) � (placebo item CR �
item FA)] and [(haloperidol item CR � item misses) � (placebo item
CR � item misses)] to specifically examine what distinguishes the groups
for correct new decisions. Group differences in associative memory were
evaluated by comparing the groups for fMRI activity in response to as-
sociative hits relative to associative misses [group � association recall
success interaction: haloperidol (associative hits � associative misses) �
placebo (associative hits � associative misses) and vice versa (Table 1)].

To assess group differences in functional connectivity between brain
regions during associative retrieval, we conducted a psychophysiological
interaction (PPI) analysis, as implemented in SPM12. To this end, we
extracted the time course from left lateral PFC for each participant (peak
voxel at �34/38/�8, sphere radius of 8 mm), which had been identified
by the group � association recall success interaction analysis described at
the end of the previous paragraph and computed the interaction between
the left lateral PFC time course and the associative hits � associative miss
contrast. Because of the relatively low amount of associative hits trials, we
additionally also computed the interaction between the left lateral PFC
time course and the item hits � item miss contrast. This contrast was
selected assuming that participants would attempt associative retrieval
only for item hits but not for item misses and thus differential coupling
for these more abundant trials might likewise reveal prefrontal coupling
driven by association retrieval processes. For each participant, two new
first level GLMs were computed with regressors for the left lateral PFC
time course and for the interaction between the left lateral PFC time
course and the associative hits � associative miss contrast and the inter-
action between the left lateral PFC time course and the item hits � item
miss contrast, respectively. Group differences for the interactions be-
tween left lateral PFC time course and associative memory were probed
using two-sample t tests on the second level.

Moreover, we computed brain-behavior correlations within each
group between associative memory performance as measured by the
CAM score (see above), and (1) with the individual left lateral PFC ac-
tivity (identified by the group � association recall success interaction
analysis described above) as well as (2) with the striatal-prefrontal PPI
coupling parameter resulting from the above PPI analysis.

We examined effects of reinstatement of faces and scenes by grouping
trial onsets in a third first-level model into associative face hits (item hit
trials with correct face responses), associative face FAs (item hit trials

with incorrect scene responses), associative scene hits (item hit trials with
correct scene responses), associative scene FAs (item hit trials with incor-
rect face responses), associative misses (item hit trials with forgotten
associations), item CRs (correct new item-response trials), item FAs (in-
correct old item-response trials collapsed across all associative re-
sponses), item misses (incorrect new item-response trials), and missing
response trials. The corresponding five betas-of-interest for the associa-
tion reinstatement analysis (associative face hits, associative face FAs,
associative scene hits, associative scene FAs, associative misses) were fed
into a second-level ANOVA. Main task effects of reinstatement of face
and scene associations were probed with linear contrasts summed across
groups for associative face hits � associative scene hits and associative
scene hits � associative face hits, respectively, and group differences were
evaluated using the group � association reinstatement interactions: hal-
operidol (associative face hits � associative scene hits) � (placebo (as-
sociative face hits � associative scene hits) and vice versa (Table 1).

Given the strong a priori hypothesis of involvement of the striatum in
dopaminergic signaling and the hippocampal role in memory processes
as well as presence of (presynaptic and postsynaptic) hippocampal dopa-
mine receptors (Gangarossa et al., 2012; Etter and Krezel, 2014; Rocchetti
et al., 2015), we used a small volume familywise error correction (SVC-
FWE) at p � 0.05 based on anatomical masks (50% probability map) of
the hippocampus and the striatum. The anatomical masks were created
by combining the individual left and right nucleus accumbens, putamen,
and caudate nucleus as well as the left and right hippocampus masks from
the Harvard-Oxford subcortical structural atlases (Desikan et al., 2006)
as implemented in FSL (RRID:SCR_002823) into one striatum and one
hippocampus mask, respectively. For all other reported findings, whole-
brain FWE-correction at cluster level at p � 0.05 (using a cluster-forming
height threshold at voxel-level of p � 0.001; Eklund et al., 2016) was
applied.

Results
Behavioral data
Demographics
The haloperidol and the placebo group did not differ with regard
to age, weight or sex (Table 2). There was no significant pattern of
received and guessed substance (33% of haloperidol participants
and 19% of the placebo participants guessed that they had re-
ceived haloperidol, � 2

(1,N�53) � 0.16, p � 0.69) and no difference
with regard to the certainty of guess (t(51) � 0.47, p � 0.64). There
were no significant group differences in systolic blood pressure,
diastolic blood pressure, or pulse relative to baseline. There were
no significant group differences in reported side effects or in
reported subjective feelings across measurements relative to
baseline (16-item VAS grouped into the dimensions “alertness”,
“calmness”, and “contentedness”; Bond and Lader, 1974; Clos et
al., 2019). As expected, working memory performance did not
differ between groups at baseline, neither when comparing the

Table 2. Demographics and baseline performance

Placebo, n � 26 Haloperidol, n � 27 Statistics

Age 24.42 � 3.3 years 23.56 � 2.5 years t(51) � 1.07, p � 0.29
Sex 7 males, 19 females 6 males, 21 females �2

(1) � 0.16, p � 0.69
Weight 65.54 � 6.9 kg 65.74 � 10.6 kg t(51) � �0.08, p � 0.94
Baseline WM: complex span/symmetry accuracy/RT symmetry rating 25.92 � 7.4 27.85 � 7.0 t(51) � �0.98, p � 0.33

96.2 � 4.3% 96.7 � 3.7% t(51) � �0.46, p � 0.64
2.19 � 1.47 s 1.67 � 0.63 s t(33.59) � 1.67, p � 0.11

Baseline WM: digit span forward/backward 8.23 � 1.3 8.30 � 1.7 t(51) � �1.16, p � 0.87
9.08 � 2.2 8.67 � 1.7 t(50) � 0.76, p � 0.45

Baseline WM: block span forward/backward 9.88 � 1.7 10.44 � 2.0 t(50) � �1.09, p � 0.28
9.12 � 1.9 9.81 � 1.6 t(50) � �1.41, p � 0.16

Baseline WM: z-summary score �0.07 � 0.69 0.08 � 0.60 t(51) � �0.87, p � 0.39
Baseline encoding: categorization accuracy arrows/ RT 86 � 9.0% 86 � 10.5% t(50) � 0.25, p � 0.80

0.38 � 0.01 s 0.38 � 0.02 s t(50) � 0.32, p � 0.98

�Denotes the standard variation.
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tasks individually (all p values �0.11), nor when summarizing
them into a score based on the average standardized z-scores
(t(51) � �0.87, p � 0.39) or based on a PCA (first component;
t(51) � �0.85, p � 0.40). In contrast to the previously observed
impaired working memory under haloperidol in the full sample,
post-drug working memory relative to baseline showed only
trend-level significance for a reduction under haloperidol with
the current sample (time � group interaction: F(1,49) � 3.70, p �
0.060). See Clos et al. (2019) for more details. Moreover, the
reaction time and the accuracy of categorization in the encoding
task before drug administration were not different between
groups (left/right arrow categorization: t(50) � 0.25, p � 0.80, RT:
t(50) � 0.32, p � 0.98). Although the (nonsignificant) reduced
working memory span under haloperidol together with the ab-
sence on drug effects on self-reported alertness are not indicative
of attention-mediated drug effects on superior memory retrieval,
future studies might consider to control more thoroughly for
dopaminergic effects on attention using pre-/post-sustained at-
tention tasks.

Retrieval I
Item memory
Independent samples t tests revealed significantly higher discrim-
ination performance d� for item memory (word recognition) in
the haloperidol group under acute medication [t(51) � �2.47,
p � 0.017, Cohen’s d � 0.68/Pearson’s r � 0.33 (medium effect
size)] but no difference in response bias c between groups (t(51) �
�1.62, p � 0.111), indicating better item memory in the haloper-
idol group compared with the placebo group (Fig. 2A). Similar
performance differences were obtained using the corrected hit-
rate (hit rate � FA rate), which was significantly increased from
30% (placebo group) to 39% [haloperidol group; t(51) � �2.46,

p � 0.017, Cohen’s d � 0.68, Pearson’s r � 0.33 (medium effect
size)]. Importantly, the relative frequencies of hit, CR, FA, and
miss responses indicated that the enhanced discrimination per-
formance was because of more correct rejections of new items in
the haloperidol group (i.e., significantly more CRs and accord-
ingly significantly less FAs; Fig. 2A).

The RT of the memory decision did not differ significantly
between the groups across all trials (placebo: 1942 ms, haloperi-
dol: 1848 ms; main effect of group: t(51) � 0.84, p � 0.40). No
significant group � condition interactions (with old/new rating
or accuracy) for RT were observed (hits: placebo 2274 ms, halo-
peridol: 2248 ms; CRs: placebo 1689 ms, haloperidol 1583 ms;
FAs: placebo 2297 ms, haloperidol 2229 ms; misses: placebo 1773
ms, haloperidol 1695 ms; all p � 0.50). However, it should be
noted that the complex response requirements of the combined
old-new and associative rating scale might confine the value of
RT effects somewhat, as the multilevel decision is probably not
captured well by a single response time.

Association recall
An independent samples t test revealed that CAM for item hits
(associative hit rate � associative FA rate) was significantly en-
hanced under acute haloperidol administration [t(51) � �2.18,
p � 0.034, Cohen’s d � 0.60, Pearson’s r � 0.29 (medium effect
size)], indicating better associative memory in the haloperidol
compared with the placebo group (Fig. 2B). Note that the CAM
score can only be computed for item hit trials, because this is the
only response category where associative hits may be present.
Importantly, the improved association recall therefore cannot be
explained merely by the better item memory performance re-
ported above as the amount of item hits did not differ between
groups (Fig. 2A). Both groups showed a similar significant posi-

Figure 2. Behavioral effects in the haloperidol group (dark gray) and the placebo group (light gray) at Retrieval I (RI) under acute medication and at Retrieval II (RII). A, Item memory: frequencies
of hit and CR responses (left), memory discrimination d� (middle), and response bias c (right). B, Associative memory for item hits: CAM overall (associative hits � associative FAs). C, Re-encoding
effects on associative memory specificity: specific (left) and general (right) CAM. D, Scatter plot showing the significant positive relationship between item memory and association memory
performance per group at Retrieval I (triangle/circle markers). *p � 0.05, **p � 0.01; ‡ significant group � time � specificity interaction at p � 0.05. Error bars denote SEM.
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tive correlation between item memory performance (d�) and as-
sociative memory performance (CAM: haloperidol group: r �
0.69, p � 0.001; placebo group: r � 0.77, p � 0.001; Fig. 2D).
Additionally, a 2 � 2 � 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with
the factors group, accuracy (associative hit/FA), specificity (gen-
eral/specific associative response), and trial type (scene/face) of
the relative frequencies of associative hits and associative FAs
demonstrated that better associative memory was due to both
more associative hits and less associative FAs similarly across
scene and face trials and across general and specific associative
responses [significant group � accuracy interaction: F(1,51) �
5.04, p � 0.029, partial � 2 � 0.09 (medium effect size); Table 3].
The frequency of associative miss responses for item hits did not
differ between groups (group � type interaction: F(1,51) � 0.04,
p � 0.834; main effect of group: F(1,51) � 0.05, p � 0.831).

Association responses moreover existed for item FA trials
(which, by definition, are always incorrect as no associations had
been learned for new word items). To test for drug effects on the
tendency to report associations, we compared the frequency of
general versus specific associative responses between groups for
item FA trials. A 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with the
factors group and specificity of the relative frequencies of asso-
ciative responses revealed no differences between groups
(group � specificity interaction: F(1,51) � 1.96, p � 0.660). To-
gether, the associative response pattern for item FAs indicates
that there were no group differences for associative responses for
falsely remembered word items.

Retrieval II
Data from the second memory test are only available for 51 par-
ticipants, as one haloperidol and one placebo participant did not
return for the behavioral retrieval task 3 d later.

Item memory
Discrimination performance for item memory (d�) was signifi-
cantly lower at Retrieval II for both groups compared with Re-
trieval I (main effect of time: F(1,49) � 114.86, p � 0.001; group �
time interaction: F(1,49) � 0.27, p � 0.609) and overall signifi-
cantly higher in the haloperidol group across retrieval time points
[main effect of group: F(1,49) � 7.09, p � 0.010, partial � 2 � 0.13
(medium effect size); Fig. 2A)]. The absence of a significant
group � time interaction indicated that there was no dopaminer-
gic effect on item memory retrieval performance through re-
encoding during the intermediary item recognition at Retrieval I,
as the memory discrimination advantage under haloperidol re-
mained constant across the first and the second retrieval time
point. Both groups showed a significant bias toward “old”-

decisions at Retrieval II (placebo group: t(24) � �3.41, p � 0.002;
haloperidol group: t(25) � �2.22, p � 0.036), which was further-
more significantly greater than at Retrieval I (main effect of time:
F(1,49) � 14.18, p � 0.001; time � group interaction: F(1,49) �
0.69, p � 0.410; Fig. 2A). This strong old-bias at Retrieval II was
probably at least in part due to the encoding of the lure word
items at Retrieval I.

The RT of the memory decision did not differ significantly
between the groups across all trials (placebo: 1139 ms, haloperi-
dol: 1106 ms; main effect of group: F(1,49) � 0.25, p � 0.620)
but showed a significant group � accuracy rating interaction
[F(1,49) � 8.29, p � 0.006, partial � 2 � 0.15 (medium effect size)],
indicating that correct trials had similar response times in both
groups, but the haloperidol group responded faster on incorrect
trials at Retrieval II compared with the placebo group (hits: pla-
cebo 1337 ms, haloperidol: 1413 ms; CRs: placebo 994 ms, halo-
peridol 944 ms; FAs: placebo 1327 ms, haloperidol 1181 ms;
misses: placebo 1103 ms, haloperidol 1007 ms). However, it
should be noted that the complex response requirements of the
combined old-new and associative rating scale might confine the
value of RT effects somewhat, as the multilevel decision is prob-
ably not captured well by a single response time.

Association recall
CAM was significantly lower at Retrieval II for both groups com-
pared with Retrieval I (main effect of time: F(1,49) � 14.36, p �
0.001) and overall significantly higher in the haloperidol group
across retrieval time points [main effect of group: F(1,49) � 4.20,
p � 0.046, partial � 2 � 0.08 (medium effect size); group � time
interaction: F(1,49) � 0.15, p � 0.903; Fig. 2B]. The relative fre-
quencies of associative hits and associative FAs at Retrieval II
demonstrated that better associative memory was due to both
more associative hits and less associative FAs particularly for face
trials similarly across general, categorical and specific categorical
associative responses [significant group � accuracy � trial type
interaction: F(1,49) � 4.19, p � 0.046, partial � 2 � 0.08 (medium
effect size); Table 4].

Although the overall CAM score remained constantly en-
hanced under haloperidol across retrieval time points, analyzing
the associative memory performance separately for general and
specific CAM revealed a significant group � time � specificity
interaction: F(1,49) � 6.41, p � 0.015, partial � 2 � 0.12 (medium-
large effect size). This result indicates that the specific (but not the
general) CAM-score was increased from Retrieval I to Retrieval II
in the haloperidol compared with the placebo group (Fig. 2C). In
other words, the specificity of associative recall at Retrieval II was
boosted by dopamine affecting re-encoding during and/or con-
solidation processes following Retrieval I. This effect was also
reproduced in the analysis of associative response frequencies
across retrieval time points, which likewise revealed this signifi-
cant group � time � accuracy � specificity interaction: F(1,49) �
6.41, p � 0.015, partial � 2 � 0.12 (medium-large effect size) in
addition to a significant group � accuracy interaction: F(1,49) �
4.18, p � 0.046 partial � 2 � . 08 (medium effect size), suggesting
that although better associative memory was due to both more
associative hits and less associative FAs similarly across scene and
face trials and across retrieval time points, the haloperidol group
showed an increase in specific associative hit responses at Re-
trieval II.

Frequencies of associative miss responses did not differ be-
tween groups at Retrieval II (group � type interaction: F(1,49) �
0.75, p � 0.392; main effect of group: F(1,49) � 0.58, p � 0.451;

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of associative responses in item hit trials Retrieval Ia

General
associative
hits, %b

General
associative
FAs, %b

Specific
associative
hits, %c

Specific
associative
FAs, %c

Associative
miss, %d

Placebo: scene trials 25.33 (2.7) 18.17 (3.0) 12.05 (2.5) 3.89 (0.9) 40.56 (4.5)
Haloperidol: scene trials 30.11 (3.3) 14.26 (1.8) 10.92 (2.0) 2.62 (1.0) 42.09 (4.5)
Placebo: face trials 29.27 (3.2) 16.96 (2.5) 18.18 (3.4) 1.65 (0.5) 33.97 (3.9)
Haloperidol: face trials 30.31 (2.3) 10.88 (2.3) 22.38 (3.1) 1.57 (0.5) 34.86 (3.4)

Numbers in parentheses denote SE.
aFrequencies of associative hits and FAs differ between groups (significant group � accuracy interaction:
F(1,51) � 5.04, p � 0.029, partial �2 � 0.09) similarly across trial type and specificity (group � accuracy � trial
type interaction: F(1,51) � 0.17, p � 0.686; group � accuracy � specificity interaction: F(1,51) � 1.80,
p � 0.186; group � accuracy � trial type � specificity interaction: F(1,51) � 0.35, p � 0.559).
bScene or face response.
cSpecific scene or specific face response.
dAssociation forgotten response.
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Table 4) nor across retrieval time points (group � time interac-
tion: F(1,49) � 2.52, p � 0.119; group � time � type interaction:
F(1,49) � 0.03, p � 0.869). Association responses for item FAs did
not differ in terms of specificity between groups at Retrieval II
(group � specificity interaction: F(1,48) � 0.44, p � 0.645) nor
across retrieval time points (group � time interaction: F(1,49) �
0.37, p � 0.547; group � time � specificity interaction: F(1,49) �
0.10, p � 0.754).

fMRI results
Main effects of item memory and association retrieval
across groups
The main effect of item retrieval success (item hits � item CRs
summed across groups) revealed significant activation clus-
ters in a network including the striatum, lateral PFC, substan-
tia nigra (SN)/ventral tegmental area (VTA), anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), orbitofrontal cortex, insula, and pre-
cuneus. The inverse contrast of item novelty detection (item
CRs � item hits summed across groups) evoked significant
activations in the bilateral amygdala extending into the hip-
pocampus, as well as bilateral clusters in the superior temporal

gyrus/inferior parietal lobe, medial PFC, visual cortex, and
cerebellum and in the right ventrolateral PFC ( p � 0.05
whole-brain FWE-corrected; Fig. 3A).

The main effect of association retrieval success (associative
hits � associative misses summed across groups) revealed signif-
icant activity in a network including the bilateral inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG), insula, ventromedial PFC, striatum, amygdala, SN/
VTA, thalamus, precuneus, posterior parietal cortex, visual cor-
tex, left middle temporal gyrus (MTG), left inferior temporal
gyrus (ITG)/fusiform/parahippocampal gyrus, and right fusi-
form /parahippocampal gyrus/hippocampus. Reinstatement ef-
fects of associative face retrieval (associative face hits �
associative scene hits summed across groups) was demonstrated
in the right occipital fusiform gyrus, in the bilateral medial PFC,
posterior parietal cortex, temporal pole, angular gyrus, and left
IFG, whereas associative scene retrieval (associative scene hits �
associative face hits summed across groups) revealed significant
activity in a network including the bilateral posterior parahip-
pocampal gyrus, precuneus, and left posterior MTG/ITG (p �
0.05 whole-brain FWE-corrected; Fig. 3B).

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of associative responses in item hit trials Retrieval IIa

General
associative hits, %b

General
associative FAs, %b

Subcategorical
associative hits, %c

Subcategorical
associative FAs, %c

Specific subcategorical
associative hits, %d

Specific subcategorical
associative FAs, %d

Associative
miss, %e

Placebo: scene trials 12.68 (1.9) 11.58 (1.4) 8.33 (1.6) 5.03 (1.2) 7.24 (2.0) 0.67 (0.2) 54.47 (4.4)
Haloperidol: scene trials 11.98 (1.8) 11.85 (1.4) 9.93 (1.4) 5.01 (1.0) 9.29 (1.8) 0.43 (0.2) 51.49 (3.6)
Placebo: face trials 16.17 (2.0) 9.77 (1.7) 11.57 (1.5) 3.57 (1.1) 10.83 (2.6) 0.38 (0.2) 47.70 (4.6)
Haloperidol: face trials 15.28 (1.4) 6.00 (1.1) 18.36 (1.9) 3.14 (0.9) 14.56 (2.6) 0.31 (0.1) 42.34 (3.3)

Numbers in parentheses denote SE.
aFrequencies of associative hits and FAs differ between groups particularly for face trials (significant group � accuracy � trial type interaction: F(1,49) � 4.19, p � 0.046) similarly across specificity levels (group � accuracy � trial
type � specificity interaction: F(2,48) � 0.34, p � 0.711; group � accuracy � specificity interaction: F(2,48) � 2.04, p � 0.142; group � accuracy interaction: F(1,49) � 3.91, p � 0.54).
bScene or face response.
cNatural/man-made scene or female/male face response.
dSpecific natural/man-made scene or specific female/male face response.
eAssociation forgotten response.

Figure 3. Main fMRI effects of retrieval across groups. A, Item memory: retrieval success (left) and item novelty detection (right). B, Associative memory: association retrieval success (left) and
reinstatement of face and scene associations (right). All activation maps are thresholded at p � 0.05 (FWE-corrected at cluster-level using a cluster forming threshold at voxel level of p � 0.001).
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Main effect of haloperidol
Group differences across all retrieval trials revealed significantly
higher activation in the dorsal striatum in the haloperidol group
compared with the placebo group in response to word onset
(only the cluster in the left caudate nucleus was significant at p �
0.05 when correcting for multiple comparisons; Fig. 4; Table 5).
No other significant activity differences were observed between
the groups in either direction across all trials. This selectively and
specifically increased striatal activity in the haloperidol group was
very similar to the increased striatal activity during picture rec-
ognition measured in this participant sample 1 h before (Clos et
al., 2019), which was taken as evidence that the D2 antagonist
primarily blocked the presynaptic D2-autoreceptors, resulting in
increased DA-stimulation of the striatum. Indeed, the individual
activity in the striatum peak voxel was significantly correlated
across all trials of the associative and the recognition memory task
in both groups (Fig. 4B), highlighting that the striatal signal was
stable across time within participants.

Effects of haloperidol on new item detection
Based on the behavioral group differences in response to new
items only (higher accuracy for new items under acute haloperi-
dol), we analyzed the fMRI data for group differences with regard
to new items. Using old items as a comparison, the haloperidol
group showed significantly higher activity for factual new items
in a network including bilateral temporoparietal regions (angular
gyrus, superior and middle temporal gyrus), the bilateral dorsal
and ventral striatum, ACC, the SN/VTA, left amygdala (p � 0.05
whole-brain FWE-corrected) and the right hippocampus (p �
0.05 FWE-SVC); Fig. 5A; Table 5). As visual inspection of the �
values suggested that the right hippocampal cluster was particu-
larly driven by group differences in CR trials (Fig. 5A, � plot), we
quantified this using a minimum statistic conjunction of com-
paring groups for item CRs relative to item hits, item FAs, and
item misses. Indeed, items CR trials differed between groups in
the right hippocampus compared with all other trials (higher
activity under haloperidol; p � 0.05 FWE-SVC; Table 5). Note
that although the � plot in Figure 5A suggests that the hippocam-
pus in the placebo group does not respond to novelty, this effect
is merely absent in this part of the hippocampus. In fact, the more
anterior hippocampus showed bilaterally a novelty effect (i.e., a
positive signal for item CRs and a deactivation for item hits) in
both the haloperidol and in the placebo group (Fig. 3A, right).

Effects of haloperidol on association recall
To characterize the brain mechanisms reflecting the superior as-
sociation recall performance under acute haloperidol, we com-
pared correctly retrieved association trials (associative hits) with

Figure 4. Main effect of haloperidol on fMRI activity. A, Haloperidol effect across all trials on brain activity compared with placebo. Note that increased activity in the right dorsal striatum was also
present but its extent and height did not pass the FWE-corrected threshold of p � 0.05. The inverse contrast (placebo � haloperidol) revealed no significant activity. All activation maps are
thresholded at p � 0.05 (FWE-corrected at cluster-level using a cluster-forming threshold at voxel level of p � 0.001). B, Scatter plot showing the individual striatal activity across all trials in the
current associative memory recall task and in the previous recognition memory task (Clos et al., 2019) in the haloperidol (dark gray) and the placebo groups (light gray).

Table 5. Peak activations group differences

Region x y z z-score
Cluster
size

All trials: H � P
L caudate nucleus �14 6 16 4.81 372

Item memory: higher activity for factual new
items for H � P (group � new/old)

R putamen 30 4 8 4.47 1048
R caudate nucleus 18 16 10 4.42
L nucleus accumbens �8 10 �10 4.29
R nucleus accumbens 12 8 �8 3.89
L amygdala (CM; Amunts et al., 2005) �22 �6 �12 3.84
L putamen �20 6 �10 3.60
L SN/VTA �10 �18 �14 2.95
L cerebellum �20 �70 �26 4.33 509
L fusiform gyrus (FG3; Lorenz et al., 2017) �28 �52 �18 3.78
R angular gyrus (PGa; Caspers et al., 2006) 42 �48 26 4.85 474
R superior temporal gyrus 60 �58 20 3.57
L ACC �4 32 14 4.37 358
R ACC 2 40 10 3.75
L angular gyrus �40 �52 26 3.99 318
L superior temporal sulcus �56 �56 18 3.96
R middle temporal gyrus 56 �16 �8 4.55 234
R hippocampus (subiculum (Amunts et al., 2005) 26 �26 �10 3.72a 28

Item memory: higher activity for CR for
H � P (group � CR conjunction)

R hippocampus (CA2; Amunts et al., 2005) 34 �16 �14 3.82a 30
Associative memory: higher activity for associative hits

for H � P (group � association recall success)
L IFG p. Orbitalis �34 38 �8 4.13 618
L MFG �34 52 16 4.01
R inferior parietal cortex 22 �18 46 4.91 425

Psychophysiological interaction: increased coupling
with L IFG for item hits � item miss for H � P

R putamen 28 4 �4 3.84b 50

R, Right; L, left; H, haloperidol; P, placebo.

x-y-z Coordinates refer to the peak voxel in MNI space thresholded at p � 0.05 (FWE-corrected at cluster-level; for
hippocampus and striatum at small volume level where indicated). No significant activations were observed for the
inverse contrasts.
aSmall volume FWE-corrected using the bilateral anatomical hippocampus mask.
bSmall volume FWE-corrected using the bilateral anatomical striatum mask.
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forgotten association trials (associative misses) between groups.
This group � association recall success interaction revealed sig-
nificantly higher activation under haloperidol in the left lateral
PFC (left middle frontal gyrus and left inferior frontal gyrus pars
orbitalis) in addition to activity in the right inferior parietal lobe
(p � 0.05 whole-brain FWE-corrected) compared with placebo
(Fig. 5B; Table 5). To examine the role of the PFC in associative
retrieval in more detail, we conducted a PPI analysis seeded from
the left lateral PFC to test for group differences in prefrontal

connectivity during associative retrieval with other brain regions.
Whereas the PPI for associative hits � associative misses revealed
no significant effects, prefrontal coupling for item hits � item
misses with the striatum was significantly higher in the haloper-
idol group compared with placebo (right putamen; p � 0.05
FWE-SVC; Fig. 5C; Table 5). Assuming that participants would
attempt associative retrieval only for item hits but not for item
misses, this differential coupling suggests that increased pre-
frontal-striatal coupling contributed to the superior association

Figure 5. Effects of haloperidol on fMRI activity in memory retrieval. A, Item memory: higher activity for factual new items under haloperidol compared with placebo (haloperidol
[(item CR 	 item FA) � (item hits 	 item misses)] � placebo [(item CR 	 item FA) � (item hits 	 item misses)]). Right, Beta plot shows hippocampal activity across all item trials
for the haloperidol group (dark gray) and the placebo group (light gray). B, Association memory: higher activity for association retrieval success under haloperidol compared with placebo
[haloperidol (associative hits � associative misses) � placebo (associative hits � associative misses)]. Right, Beta plot shows differential prefrontal activity for associative hits �
associative misses between the haloperidol group (dark gray) and the placebo group (light gray). Note that we plotted the differential activity rather than individual betas because of the
many regressors in the model. C, Increased coupling from the left lateral PFC to the right striatum for item hits � item misses for haloperidol compared with placebo. Right, Beta plot
shows differential prefrontal–striatal coupling parameter for item hits � item misses between the haloperidol group (dark gray) and the placebo group (light gray). The inverse contrasts
(placebo � haloperidol) revealed no significant activity. All activation maps are thresholded at p � 0.05 (warm colors: FWE-corrected at cluster-level using a cluster forming threshold
at voxel level of p � 0.001; cold colors: small volume FWE-corrected using anatomical masks).
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retrieval performance under haloperidol. Of potential interest,
also the prefrontal coupling to the hippocampus was enhanced
for this contrast under haloperidol, albeit only at an uncorrected
level (MNI �26/�24/�18; p � 0.26 FWE-SVC, z � 2.81). In
contrast, individual brain-behavior correlations between associa-
tive memory performance (CAM) and the prefrontal-striatal
coupling parameter from the above PPI as well the left lateral PFC
activity for associative hits � associative misses revealed neither
significant correlations within the haloperidol group nor signifi-
cant group differences for these correlations. Note that this ab-
sence of brain-behavior correlations in particular for left lateral
PFC activity for associative hits � associative misses might also be
because of the low reliability of difference scores at the individual
level (Infantolino et al., 2018), especially when the constituents
are correlated (in our case the left lateral PFC signal for associa-
tive hits and associative misses were highly correlated in both
groups (haloperidol group: r � 0.85, p � 0.001; placebo group:
r � 0.83, p � 0.001).

Finally, although there were clear reinstatement of associa-
tive face retrieval and associative scene retrieval across groups
(Fig. 3B, right), we observed no significant group differences
of face or scene reinstatement activity in these stimulus-
selective regions.

Discussion
In line with our previous results for picture recognition (Clos et
al., 2019), memory accuracy in the association recall task was
significantly enhanced under 2 mg of the D2 antagonist haloper-
idol administered during the retrieval phase. The similarity of
increased striatal activity in the haloperidol group in the picture
recognition task (Clos et al., 2019) and in the cued association
recall task moreover suggests that haloperidol potentiated dopa-
mine release from the SN/VTA by blocking the presynaptic auto-
receptors (Pehek, 1999; Schwarz et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2005)
also in the present cued association recall task.

Importantly, our current results extend the previously re-
ported dopaminergic effects on item recognition enhancement
(Clos et al., 2019) to the domain of association retrieval and
deepen our understanding of the involved brain regions. Finally,
this study also explored whether re-encoding of retrieved mem-
ories is affected by the dopaminergic modulation.

First, the behavioral results demonstrate that haloperidol im-
proved association recall in addition to item recognition perfor-
mance. This finding is remarkable because retrieval of associated
information involves different mechanisms than item recogni-
tion. In particular, association memory relies more heavily on
strategic search and top-down operations in the lateral PFC and
the parietal cortex (Spaniol et al., 2009; Kim, 2013). In particular
the left lateral PFC has been implicated in association retrieval for
semantic material (Badre and Wagner, 2002, 2007). Indeed, our
fMRI results for association recall highlight group differences in
left lateral PFC and in right parietal lobe activity suggesting that
improved prefrontal and parietal strategic search and monitoring
processes contributed to the enhanced association retrieval accu-
racy under haloperidol. The PFC is densely innervated by mid-
brain dopaminergic neurons and increased dopaminergic
stimulation in the PFC has been linked with higher signal-to-
noise ratio of prefrontal representations (Miller, 2000; Puig et al.,
2014; Vander Weele et al., 2018). Also the parietal cortex has been
shown to contain dopaminergic receptors (Ito et al., 2008). Ad-
ditionally, the PPI results demonstrate that increased prefrontal-
striatal interactions are involved in the superior associative
memory performance under haloperidol, which might be inter-

preted as increased prefrontal control processes that affect striatal
responses under haloperidol during associative retrieval.

So far, only few studies investigated dopaminergic effects on
source or association memory retrieval. One study provided pre-
liminary evidence of impaired source and item memory under
decreased dopaminergic transmission in humans using a low-
dosed dopaminergic agonist (Montoya et al., 2008). Another
study (Drag et al., 2009) demonstrated worse source memory
performance in patients with Parkinson’s disease but no effect on
item memory and no effect of medication status (on/off dopami-
nergic medication). Moreover, a study using dopamine trans-
porter heterozygous knock-out mice with chronically insufficient
dopamine reuptake activity indicated that dopamine imbalance
leads to deficits in associative spatial memory recall when pattern
completion is required to solve the task (Li et al., 2010). However,
none of these studies specifically examined dopamine effects dur-
ing the retrieval phase.

Second, the improved item recognition under haloperidol in
the current association retrieval task points to specific dopamine
effects on recognition of verbal items. Although item recognition
was significantly improved for both old and new pictorial items
in the previous task (Clos et al., 2019), higher accuracy in word
recognition was solely due to better performance on new words
trials in the present study. This apparent difference between ver-
bal and pictorial item recognition might be because of the fact
that all words (in contrast to the scene pictures used in the pre-
vious study) have been encountered previously in other contexts.
Possibly, this higher degree of pre-experimental familiarity (Kim,
2013; Persson and Söderlund, 2015) increased the salience of new
items and rendered their detection more critical for good task
performance and therefore more susceptible to dopaminergic
influence. In a similar vein, a previous study showed that the
salience of old or new items and striatal recruitment depend on
the task mode (encoding vs retrieval; cf. Herweg et al., 2018).
Moreover, there is indeed evidence for specific dopamine effects
on FA rates in settings facilitating FA responses (Allen et al., 2012;
Andreou et al., 2015; Guarnieri et al., 2016, 2017; Doss et al.,
2018).

Our fMRI results suggest that the improved new item detec-
tion under haloperidol was linked with increased activity in a
network including dopaminergic (SN/VTA and striatum) as well
as temporoparietal regions, amygdala, the ACC and in particular
the hippocampus. The hippocampus, which contains D1 and
presynaptic (regulatory) as well as postsynaptic D2-receptors
(Gangarossa et al., 2012; Etter and Krezel, 2014; Rocchetti et al.,
2015), is known to be important for novelty detection (Daselaar
et al., 2006; Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014; Herweg et al., 2018) as
this requires the comparison between stored hippocampal pat-
terns and current inputs (Lisman and Otmakhova, 2001; Lisman
and Grace, 2005; Kumaran and Maguire, 2007). This hippocam-
pal comparator mechanism (Hasselmo et al., 1995; Lisman and
Grace, 2005) might have been improved by dopaminergic mod-
ulation for example via an enhancement of the signal-to-noise
ratio (Warren et al., 2016; Yousif et al., 2016; Vander Weele et al.,
2018) of hippocampal memory representations (Clos et al.,
2019). Additionally, the ACC, SN/VTA and amygdala are part of
the salience detection network (Seeley et al., 2007) and increased
activity in these regions might reflect increased saliency signals
under haloperidol contributing to improved novelty detection by
directing attention to new stimuli. Furthermore, the increased
bilateral temporoparietal activity under haloperidol in response
to new stimuli suggests dopaminergic effects on the ventral atten-
tion system which comprises temporoparietal regions centered
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around the temporoparietal junction and is associated with
bottom-up attention (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). According
to the attention to memory (AtoM) model (Cabeza et al., 2008;
Ciaramelli et al., 2008), the ventral parietal cortex contributes to
memory retrieval by detecting behaviorally relevant and salient
memory cues conveyed by MTL structures, including the cer-
tainty that a stimulus is new (Cabeza et al., 2008). Our results
indicate that the attentional capture by new word stimuli in the
temporoparietal regions detected in the MTL is facilitated under
haloperidol.

However, because drug administration took place directly af-
ter encoding, it is possible that haloperidol improved the consol-
idation of the word–picture pairs rather than boosting their
retrieval directly. In particular, synaptic consolidation, which de-
pends on activation of D1-like receptors (Clopath, 2012), is in-
stantiated in the first few hours post-learning and sets the stage
for long-term memory. In a similar vein as reward during encod-
ing was shown to affect later memory retrieval via reward effects
on post-encoding rest and overnight consolidation (Braun et al.,
2018), post-encoding dopaminergic activity elicited by haloperi-
dol before the start of the cued associative recall task might have
modified the salience linked with the word–picture associations.
Yet, such dopaminergic consolidation effects cannot explain the
improved recognition performance in our previous picture rec-
ognition paradigm (Clos et al., 2019) where the encoding took
place 1 d before drug administration. Therefore, it seems rather
unlikely that the current superior item and associative memory
retrieval should entirely be due to dopaminergic effects on con-
solidation.

Finally, the increased specificity of associative retrieval in the
haloperidol group from the first to the second retrieval suggests
that dopamine affected re-encoding of associations through the
intermediary memory test. This dopaminergic re-encoding effect
indicates that dopaminergic signaling contributes to the
strengthening of memory traces in a testing situation. For exam-
ple, it has been proposed that striatal dopamine signals behav-
ioral relevance and future utility of memories (Scimeca and
Badre, 2012). More generally, this result is in accordance with
previous studies reporting an increase in memory specificity for
repeated testing of paired associates (Sommer et al., 2008) and
striatal activation for the testing effect (Wing et al., 2013; van den
Broek et al., 2013). Although re-encoding during the first re-
trieval appears to be a necessary prerequisite for the emergence of
this effect here, it remains of course possible that dopaminergic
processes during the consolidation of the retrieved content fol-
lowing the first retrieval also contribute to the associative speci-
ficity effect.

Together, these findings highlight the importance of dopami-
nergic processes in episodic retrieval. In particular, recall of asso-
ciations profits from dopaminergic enhancement of prefrontal
monitoring mechanisms. Recognition of verbal items is facili-
tated by dopaminergic signaling, as this improves novelty detec-
tion in the hippocampus possibly via an increased signal-to-noise
ratio and higher activity in salience networks. Additionally, do-
pamine seems to increase the specificity of associative recall by
affecting re-encoding of associative memories through an inter-
mittent retrieval.

Limitations
We here assume that acute administration of 2 mg of haloperidol
increases dopamine. Importantly, this effect has been directly
demonstrated only in animals and might depend on the specific
experimental conditions in addition to the dose range determin-

ing the amount of presynaptic versus postsynaptic blockade.
Moreover, all dopamine studies face the challenge of the often
heterogeneous and complex pharmacological actions and ill-
understood regulatory mechanisms, which might not affect each
participant to the same degree. Eventually, additional studies us-
ing multimodal methodological approaches and preferably
within-subject crossover designs reducing interindividual vari-
ance are required to examine dopaminergic effects on memory
retrieval in more detail.
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